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i've used the light factory plug-in since it was in beta and was very impressed with its features. most of the controls are extremely easy to use. creating a sunstar looks easy. it allows you to create the stars in real time. it is also easy to use it with a large number of textures. this plugin has
been a godsend to those of us who like to use photoshop to create lens flare in our images. you have two options for how the light will blend over your subject. in the traditional model, it will play out the animation very quickly in a way that will feel like the light is washing over the scene. the
other option is to make the opacity of the light blend gradually over your subject. the difference will be easily seen when you use them both side by side to see how they look. when you have the animation set up, go to the options button, and turn play animation on. the animation is
rendered in real-time and, for the most part, should look as if the light is taking a few seconds to pass over the image. when you are happy with the animation, select it in the timeline and go to edit > copy. next go to the image > adjustment layers window and click add layer mask to add a
mask to the animation. in the masks properties tab, set the mask to soft light. at this point, you can play with the opacity of the light in the image. to make the most of the new feature, you will need to use a small amount of opacity to create the effect. when you are happy with the result, go
to the options button and choose copy mask.
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6. release the key to stop light and see the effect.the image or sequence is finished. the view is saved to the same location as the initial effect.you can then test new presets in the same way and also save more presets if you want to keep an image name or folder for each preset. to uninstall
the software from your machine, it can be found in the folder c:documents and settingsall usersshared documentsknoll softwareknoll light factorycustom lenses. you can remove it using adobe uninstaller. please note that any presets (whether a preset or generated effect) should be saved

using the options to save as a different preset each time, or should they be saved as a preset each time they are created. you can start by selecting the blending options, darken or lighten the image, adjust the contrast, the shadows, the midtones, the highlights and add new effects. you can
also add a vintage or radioactive effects to each of the filters and adjust the color and mixing in between the inside and the outside. the nifty tool makes it easier to edit and change the settings. red giant’s new slices add a new level of control to the photoshop editing process. slices make it

easy to cut out sections of your image. when you create your own digital borders, you have the option to copy and paste them into the image to create new composite images. red giant’s slices truly cuts the editing process in half. you can crop any section of your image or even combine
multiple slices into new composite images. slices also saves you time if you need to make changes to the borders. 5ec8ef588b
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